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Vacuum polarization in Fock space1)

by M. Klaus and G. Scharf
Institut für Theoretische Physik der Universität Zürich, Schönberggasse 9, 8001 Zürich

(2. VII. 1977)

Abstract. The regular external field problem in quantum electrodynamics which can be treated by
ordinary Fock space methods is further investigated. The renormalized Hamiltonian is discussed and the

charge density o(x) is constructed as a local limit x' -> x of a non-local quantity p(x, x'). This construction
involves no formal manipulations for the class of regular external potentials. The expectation value of
p(x) in the dressed vacuum Ci' gives the usual vacuum polarization potential. In strong external fields, the
vacuum fi' may become charged. This phenomenon has recently attracted large interest in connection
with heavy ion collisions.

1. Introduction

In this paper we continue the discussion of the regular external field problem
in quantum electrodynamics by investigating the physical consequences of the results
of the foregoing article (referred to as I).

We have found that for regular external fields the Furry picture is mathematically
well-defined : the free (bare) electron-positron states are changed into dressed states
which are still vectors in Fock space. In particular, the dressed vacuum Q' can be
expressed in terms of the bare quantities in the following form (I. 3.47)

Q' CbX ---bXdX--- d+ exp £ ApqbX dX )a, (1.1)
\p>N /

q> N'

where the matrix operator Apq, the finite numbers N, N' and the normalization
factor C are uniquely determined by the external potential (I. 3.33). Q' is the ground
state of the renormalized Hamiltonian H

"JH J dp E(p)tbY(p)bs(p) + < + (p) <(p)], (1.2)

which is discussed in the next section. Here b', d' are the dressed emission and
absorption operators which are given in terms of the bare operators by a linear
(Bogoliubov) transformation (I. 3.8)

b'j b'(cpi) ((p{, (pk0+)bk + ((p\ (pk0_) dX

d'j+ d'((pi) (cpi, (pk0+)bk + (cpi, (p0_)dk\

') Work supported bv the Swiss National Science Foundation.
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where (pJ± and q>k0± is a basis in the electron and positron sub-spaces b± and b+,
defined by the one-particle Hamiltonians H H0 + V and H0, respectively.

The most sensitive test of Q! is its expectation value for the charge density
p(x), which should give the well-known result for the vacuum polarization potential.
The main difficulty here is to find a definition for p(x). The usual formal procedure
[1] of constructing p(x) as a local limit x'^xofa non-local quantity p(x, x') can
be put on a sound mathematical basis in the case of regular external potentials.
This has the practical advantage (besides the principle one) that, since all expressions
are well-defined, we are no longer forced to take relativistic covariance as the guide
in the construction which simplifies the actual calculations.

Finally, we will investigate the physical meaning of the N (respectively N')
extra bare emission operators in Q' (1.1). It turns out that these operators appear
in strong external fields if eigenvalues move from the positive to the negative part
of the spectrum (or vice versa) of the one-particle Hamiltonian H. If this happens,
the total charge of the dressed vacuum Q' (1.1) becomes different from 0. This is
precisely the phenomenon that was discussed by W. Greiner and others [2] in
connection with heavy ion collisions.

2. The renormalized Hamiltonian and Vacuum Polarization

Regular external fields defined by the property (I. 4.2)

P+ - P% eH.S. (2.1)

satisfy the condition of Bongaarts [3] (see I. 4.49)

P% e-iH'P°_ eH.S. for alli.
Consequently, according to the results of Bongaarts, there must exist a unique
Hamiltonian H in Fock space which generates the time evolution of the field
operators (I. 1.7)

*¥(eiHtf) emu¥(f)e-m'. (2.2)

In fact, H can be easily written down in terms of the dressed operators (1.3)

H=ZEXb'Yb'n + YjE-dm+dm

+ d3pEJb'Y(p)b's(p) + <C(P) 4'(p)], (2-3)

where
2 i ™2Ep +YP + m

and EX and — E~ (Em > 0) are the positive and negative point eigenvalues of H.
The expression (2.3) makes sense as a quadratic form on an appropriate domain of
dressed states and gives rise to a positive self-adjoint operator in 3F in exactly the
same way as in the case of the free Dirac field (see for example [4] Vol. 2, p. 218).
It is easy to verify equation (2.2) or the corresponding infinitesimal relation

¥(///) 2 [H, ¥(/)], / e D(H).
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The term 'renormalized Hamiltonian' for IH (2.3) comes from the connection
with the formal expression (I. 1.1)

formal d3x:V+(x)IP¥(x):.

Substituting (see I. 3.6)

bY(v) (27T)-3'2

b's(p) (27T)-3/2

d3xxV+(x)us(v, x)

d3xuX(v,x)V(x)

and similarly for d's, d'Y, into (2.3), we obtain in the sense of quadratic forms

J'\d3xm+(x)LP¥(x) - (2n)~ d3x dp vX(p, x)Hvs(p, x),

or after normal ordering (with respect to bare operators) in the first term

d3x :V + (x)Hxi'(x) : + (2n)~3 \d3x dp

{vXs(P> X)Hv0s(P' X) - VX(P> X)Hvs(P> X)}-

Now the first term is just Hformal which becomes a well-defined operator only after
the addition of an infinite renormalization constant.

A dense set ofvectors in the domain of H is given by the following dressed states

JV M

Y\b'+(fn) Y\d'+(gjn', fn,gmeD(H). (2.4)
n—1 m=1

However, no such vector is in the domain of the free Hamiltonian H0, in general. In
order to see this, it is sufficient to consider the dressed vacuum Q' and the simple
form (I. 3.34) of the dressing transformation. Then

H0Q' Ho^Q [H0,e^]Q
with

A dp dqA(p,q)b+(p)d+(q).

(2.5)

(2.6)

The commutator (2.5) can be computed by means of the formula

[H0, (Y] ^([H0, A] + i[[H0, A], A] + ¦ ¦ ¦).

Since

[H0, A] "J* J-dqA(p,q)(Ep + Eq)b+(p)d+(q), (2.7)

all higher commutators vanish

l[Ho,A],A] 0 etc.
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Consequently, we get from (2.5)

l|H0Q'|!2> ||[H0,^]O||2= [dp fdq\A(p,q)\2(Ep+ Eq)2. (2.8)

This integral, in general, is diverging, because only the integral without the energy
factor is convergent for regular external fields (I 3.52), which shows that £1' $ D(H0).
It follows from these findings that the set of vectors in D(U) n /)(H0) is highly not
dense. For this reason, it is impossible to define the interaction Hamiltonian

d3xV(x)ip+(x)ip(x) (2.9)

by the difference H — H0 - On the other hand, it is very desirable to define the charge
density p(x). To do this, we therefore proceed in a different way.

Guided by the well-known formal procedure of quantum electrodynamics [1],
we start with the bounded operator in Fock space

P(f, 9) \ [d3x L3x'f(x)g(x') £ {xjfX (x')ipa(x) - ipa(xWX (*') (2. 10)

where/, g e L2(U3). We will study its expectation value in the dressed vacuum £2'

(Q', p(f gyn') - \(f Sp(P+ - P.)g), (2.11)

where the trace is taken in C4. For test functions/, g e S(U3) the L2-scalar product
(2.11) can be looked at as a bilinear functional Sp(P+ - P.) on ^(R3) x S(U3),
continuous in both arguments. According to the nuclear theorem, there exists a

tempered kernel distribution p(x, x') e S'(M6) such that

(Q', p(f, g)n') d3xf(x)* d3x! p(x,x')g(x'). (2.12)

For regular potentials we can say even more : Since

Sp(P+ - />_) Sp(P+ - P° + P° - P_)
is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator because of (2.1), the kernel p(x, x') is given in L2(IR6)

d3x d3x'\p(x, x')\2 < oo. (2.13)

This kernel p (x, x') is the basic object to be studied.
The projections P± are again expressed by the resolvent (I. 4.4)

'-'-tf R(in) dn.

Using for R the perturbation expansion (I. 4.6), the first non-vanishing contribution
to p (x, x') comes from the first order term R0 VR0, namely

px(x,x') -Sp
n

dn \d3x1R0(ir,;x,xl)V(x1)R0(in;xl,x') (2.14)
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where

R0(in;x,y) (H0 + in)
1 exp — y/n2 + m2\x — y|

An \x - y|

is the kernel of the free resolvent. Let us first consider

807

(2.15)

Kx(x,x';xx) -Sp
n

A

n

dnR0(in; x, xt)R0(in; xx, x')

dn(d^x, + m2 - n2) exp - yjn2 + m2\x - xx\

An\x — xx\

exp — y/n2 + m2\xx —

An\xx

The distribution Kx depends only on the variables

Ç x x' y |(x + x') - xj

K1(^,y) ^!dn(iAy- A, + m2 _ ^}«p - y/n2 + m2\7 + Ì4I
4^|y + Hi

exp - Jn2 + m2|y - Hi

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)
47T|y - HI

This expression is most easily handled using its (distributional) Fourier transform

4
Kx(q,k) dn

q2 - ik2 + m2 - n2

- \dn

[(q + |k)2 + m2 + n2]l(q - fr)2 + m2 + n2]

(q + jk)2 + m2 + n2 + (q - |k)2 + m2 + n2 - k2 - An2

[(q + |k)2 + m2 + n2]l(q - ^k)2 + m2 + n2]

(2.19)

The charge density is obtained from p(x, x') by the local limit x' —> x, i.e.
2;—>¦ 0. For this reason, we compute

Kx&k) L3qe-i"^K1(q,k) (2.20)

(always in the sense of tempered distributions). The integrations in (2.19) and (2.20)
now combine to a 4-dimensional integral with respect to the euclidean 4-vector
Q (n, Q)- Introducing the two other euclidean 4-vectors

k (0,k), E ßo,ö, (2.21)

we arrive at

Kx(i,k) ~
n

d4qe~iqiq-i +
(q - \k)2 + m2 (q + ±k)2 + m2

k2 + Aq\
~

V(q - \k)2 + m2]l(q + \k)2 + m2]
(2.22)
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The remaining 4-dimensional euclidean Fourier transforms are much more simple
to compute than the usual covariant integrals, for example

iqÇ
d4q exp

(q - ±k)2 + m2
e~ik<l2\d4-eXV ixE,

x2 + m2

.AtY

III J
d\x\ 2jx(\m\)x + m

AnX

III -iHI2^\ d\x\ '' 2J0(\x\\t\)
d\£\ Jo x + m

m
-An2~e-iktl2K0(m\t\),

where /v are Bessel functions and Kv modified Bessel functions, the prime denotes the
derivative with respect to the argument. In the last integral in (2.22) Feynmann's
trick

1

(x2 + m2)[_(x + k)2 + m2]

is used. In this way we obtain

da(x2 + 2ax-k + ak2 + m2)2N-2

Kx($,k)= - 16-cosik^^(m^|)

47tk2e-1/2*^

1671

da é"kiK0(\1i\y/FYx - a2) + m2)

+ ^re~ll2iki daeiak^Jk2(a - a2) + m2
\%\ Jo

x K0(\$\y/k2(x -a2) + m2). (2.23)

Now let us consider the local limit £ —> 0. Expanding the modified Bessel functions

and performing the remaining integrals we get

Kx(^,k) - -3nk2 (logmÇ -log 2 + C - |) -\n{^-

+ -nk2
3

1, /1 +"+ 1

4, V a A
l + - log Y + -a I J a

1 +-- 1

a

+ 0(0

(2.24)

with a k2/m2, C is Euler's constant.
The last member in (2.24) is the well-known finite part of the vacuum polarization
tensor ; the constant — § in the bracket is uniquely determined by the requirement that
the bracket has to vanish in the static limit k —> 0, i.e., a —> 0. The first terms ~ k2

(choosing % parallel to k) are the logarithmically divergent and finite charge re-
normalization terms K[ (£,, k), which have to be subtracted.
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The next order contribution to p(x, x') is of the third order in V. This
contribution p3(x, x') and all higher orders remain finite for x'—? x, at least for
suitably restricted potentials. This follows from estimates given by W. D. Evans [5]
which ensure the finiteness of the higher orders for potentials in the Stummel class

v(yf ,3
A

,„ xY^d y< °° with a> V/ix-yi«i ix — yl j
It is therefore not necessary to consider the higher orders in detail. From this discussion,

it is now clear that the charge density has to be defined by the subtraction of a
C-number renormalization term p'

p(x) w - lim {^ (x')tA(x) - <Kx)<A+ (x') - p'(x, x')}, (2.25)

indeed, since p is quadratic in the field operators, only C-number counter terms are
necessary. The renormalization term p"(x, x')

p'(x, x') d3xxKr(x,x';xx)V(x1) + p3 + pr5 +

is fixed by the requirement that the vacuum polarization potential

An

kKto= - rr (O', ^(k)fì') (2.26)

vanishes for k —> 0. The weak limit in (2.25) means that the local limit x' -> x exists
for matrfx elements between dressed states like (2.4). p(x) is a bilinear form on D x D,
where

C ft M -)

D \ FI b'+(f„) n d'+(gjn',fn, gm e (S(U3))4, N,M< co \- (2.27)
n=l m=l

Smearing out with a test function/(x) e jS(IR3), one gets a well-defined operator in
Fock space.

After the construction of the charge density, we return once more to the Hamiltonian

(2.3). If H is considered as an observable, it is unsatisfactory in that its expectation

values for dressed one-particle states are the ordinary Dirac energy levels
without the vacuum polarization correction. This defect can be repaired by adding to
H the Coulomb energy in the form

H. -fr ,3„/ :P(X)P(X'):d3x' 'Y „ ' (2.28)

where the normal ordering is meant with respect to the dressed emission and absorption

operators. Now, if èó+u' is a one-electron bound state in the external potential
with square integrable Dirac wave function us(p0, x), then

(b'0+n', Hcb'0+n') \d3xuX(p0,x)Vvp(x)us(Po, x) + const,

which is the right vacuum polarization correction. This gives a clear physical
interpretation to this correction as the Coulomb energy of the dressed one-particle states.
It also gives a hint, how the Coulomb term should be defined, if one goes one step
further towards full Q.E.D.
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3. The charged vacuum in strong external fields

In this section, we want to discuss the question whether the N (respectively N')
extra emission operators in Q' (1.1) actually appear for suitable external potentials
V(x) and what is the physical interpretation of this phenomenon.

According to the results of section 3 in I (3.37) (3.40), we must look for the
possibility that

n 1)0+ n b_ (3.1)

or

n' b°- n b+ (3.2)

are nontrivial but finite dimensional subspaces (dim n N, dim n' N'). Let us
vary the strength of the external potential by introducing a coupling constant X > 0

H(X) H0 + XV (3.3)

P+ />+(A) etc. (3.4)

Then for potentials which are //0-bounded (for example in the class I (4.21)), we have

||P+(A)-/>?||<1 (3.5)

for sufficiently small X.

This excludes the possibility of a nontrivial vector/e b+ n b° or/e b+ n b_ On
the other hand, if

\\P+{X)-P%\\ \, (3.6)

then at least one of the two subspaces n and n' is nontrivial (note that || Px — P2|| < 1

for any two orthogonal projections Px, P2). This can happen only for larger X, which
we are now going to consider.

Since H(X) (3.3) is an analytic family of operators if V is //0-bounded (with
//0-bound 0) [6, p. 377], one can show that

J>+(A)-/»J=± lR(in, X) - R(in, 0)] dn (3.7)

is analytic in X as long as the path of integration in (3.7) has no contact with the
spectrum of H(X). In the case of regular potentials considered in I, Section 4, the
boundary of the analyticity domain is reached for real X if a point eigenvalue ax (X)

of H(X), which moves continuously in the gap — m, +m), arrives at 0. Let us assume
that this happens for X Xx. Then P+ (X) — P+ (3.7) is analytic in a certain complex
neighbourhood Dx of (0, Xx Furthermore, for regular potentials the operators (3.7)
are compact (even H.S.), such that (3.7) is an analytic family of compact operators.
Then it follows from the analytic Fredholm theorem [4, Vol. 1, p. 201] that
P+ (X) — P° can have the eigenvalues ± 1 only for a discrete set of values X in Dx.
Therefore, in the interval 0 < X < Xx there is at most a discrete set of X where we
have a non-trivial subspace rt or n'. This situation would be very unstable because the
nontrivial nom' would disappear by a small change of the coupling constant X. It
can be shown by a more detailed analysis of this situation that for regular potentials
this possibility is excluded at all.

Now we turn to X Xx where a point eigenvalue \ix (X) goes through 0, say from
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above. Then the projection operators P± (X) jump, P+ (X) decreases and P_ (X)
increases by the corresponding eigenprojection Px

P+(*i + 0) P+Q-i - 0) - Px

P0(XX + 0) P.(Xx -0) + Px.

It then follows that

n(Xx +0) i)_ (Xx + 0) n b+ (3.9)

is no longer trivial but has the dimension of the eigenspace

N dim(Pxi>). (3.10)

This is the consequence of a simple Lemma proven in the Appendix. After the jump
the situation is again stable for X > Xx until some other eigenvalue goes through 0.
If, on the other hand, ux(X) moves from below through 0, then n' (3.2) becomes
different from O.Note that n(Xx + 0)orn'(-;li + 0), respectively, is not identical with
/\b.

In order to understand the physical meaning of this discontinuous change in the
structure of the dressed vacuum Q', we consider the expectation value of the total
charge Q

(n',Qn')=!d3x(n',p(x)n') p.n)
which according to (2.11) is formally equal to

d3xSp(P+ - P_)(x, x). (3.12)

We must not discuss the precise definition of (3.12) as a local limit x' —? x again,
because here we are interested only in the change AQ of the charge

AQ Q(XX + 0) - Q(XX - 0) d3xSpPx(x,x) (3.13)

which is well defined and equal to

AQ dim(Pxi)) N (3.14)

in units of e. Since after construction of the charge operator the vacuum is neutral
for X < Xx

(Q', p(0)Q') 0,

it is charged N e) for X > Xx.
To illustrate this curious fact, let us assume that a simple eigenvalue moves

through 0 from above if X t Xx, the corresponding eigenvector tp\ then changes from
b+ to b_ at X Xx. For X < Xx we have (I. 3.9)

Wx ((pi,(pk0 +

W2 (cp\,cp%_), j>\, k>\ (3.15)

A -WX1W2
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and the vacuum is of the following form

n'(Xx -0) CexpZApqbXdXn
pq

C exp £ AlqbX dq+ exp £ ApqbX dq+ fi (3.16)
q p>2

qZl

C(l + £ AlqbX dq+ exp £ ApqbXdq+ fi.
« P^2

For X > Xx, on the other hand, the 'over-critical' vacuum assumes the form (I. 3.47)

Q'(XX + 0) CbX exp £ lMòp+ rf,+ fi (3.17)
p52
«5 1

where

1= - WxrW2 (3.18)

and (^1; 1F2 are obtained from (3.15) by dropping the first row j 1. Since this
dropping of the first row changes the inverse Wx

1

completely, the appearance of the
negative charge in (3.17) is accompanied witha complete rearrangement of the bare
electron-positron pairs.

In order to see the physical effects of this change, we will express the neutral
vacuum n'(Xx —0) (3.16) by the charged one fi'(^i +0) (3.17) and the corresponding
dressed operators (I. 3.43-46)

OO OO

b'j= £ W?bk+ Y^XdX /=1,2,...
k=2 — k=l

d'Y bx (3.19)
00 OO

dj+ Y WÌkbk+ E W{kdX / 2,3,...
k 2 — k=l

as follows

fi'(li - 0) c(\ + ÏAXqbXdq+)exp X (Apq- Àpq)bXdq+
\ q / P»2

qZl

exp £ ^pAH+(Mi"fi)
p^2
«£1

CC-^l + AXqbXdq+)tXp X (Apq - Àpq)KdX
p>2
q»l

dYn'(Xx + 0). (3.20)

Here the so-called 'auto-ionization' of a positron [2] shows up. The remaining
operators in (3.20) create additional dressed electron-positron pairs. This can be seen
by inverting (3.19), using the fact that

W^it1 %
w3 w4
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is unitary (1.3.10),
00 00

bj I WXikb'k + £ WXikd'k\ j 2, 3,...
*=1 — fc=2 —

00 OO

df I ^2+**i+ I tf?^+, 7 1,2,....
k=l — k=2 —

It should also be kept in mind that the wave function \j/ e (L2 (U3 ))4 of the positron
emission operator

d'Y =d'+m
is not simply the eigenfunction q>\ of the eigenvalue going through 0, but only its
part in b° in the direct decomposition

(p\ -*_ +</M/^eb-(A1 -0),.Aebo+.
This wave function \j/ e b_ (Xx + 0) in general contains a non-vanishing contribution
from the positron continuum (— oo, — m]. There is then a finite probability of
observing the ionized positron in a scattering state at infinity (although the Fermi
energy of quantization is chosen here at 0 and not just above — m as in Ref. [2]).
The decay of the neutral vacuum n'(Xx — 0) into the negatively charged one fi'
(Xx + 0) plus an additional positron and pairs is obviously not as trivial as one
might think on the basis of a naive hole-theory.

On the other hand, we are aware of the limited validity of the external field
model. The appearance of the charged vacuum which would manifest in a partial
screening of the external charge generating the classical potential can be taken as a
hint that a strong static electric field should be treated by quantum theory. For this
reason, it seems to be very speculative to make definite predictions about high field
effects on the basis of the classical external field model. However, the model may
serve for a first qualitative orientation.

Appendix

We prove here the following simple fact about projections

Lemma Let Px and P2 be two orthogonal projections in a Hilbert space h
with || jPj — P2\\< 1, projecting on Ran P, b;,7 1,2. Let P3 be another orthogonal

projection with finite dimensional range b3, dim b3 m < oo, and PXP3
P3Px=0,i.e.,ï)3lï)x.Then

0)dim[(l)1-eh3)nbi] =m
(a) dim [(ftrey^y^.
Proof, (i) It follows from \\PX — P2\\ < 1 that we have the following (non-

orthogonal) direct decompositions [6, p. 56]

b b/0bi (A.l)
hf'©b2. (A.2)
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Let (px- • -(pm be an orthogonal basis in b3 which can be uniquely decomposed
according to (A.l)

(Pk <Pl + (Pk, (Pk e l)i > (Pk e ï)i ' (A.3)

with q>X ¥= 0 since b3 A. bi • Then

(Pk 9k - 9'k el)2 n (ba 0 b3), * 1 ¦ • m. (A.4)

Since the <p^' are linearly independent (because the tpk (A.3) are linearly independent
and bi -L b3), this proves (i).

(ii) (bi'01)3)1=I)inbicbi.
Now it follows from (A.2) that

b! n b2 0,

therefore

(b1©b3)1nb2=0.
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